A number of ultrasonic displacement/velocity measurement methods have been extensively developed for measurements of blood flow, tissue motion, and strain. Lateral modulation (LM) methods have also been reported using steered, crossed beams, and these methods permit measurements of displacement vectors. In this report, a new beam steering method for the transmission and reception of ultrasound is proposed, which can enable measurements of lateral displacements and of arbitrary displacement vectors with a very high degree of accuracy. Because this beam steering method uses only a steering angle, this method is referred to as ASTA. With ASTA, the number of available methods to obtain a displacement vector measurement is limited to previously developed block-matching methods, such as the multidimensional cross-spectrum phase gradient method, and the multidimensional autocorrelation method (MAM) and the multidimensional Doppler method (MDM) using a block-matching method (the methods using block matching are referred to as MAMb and MDMb, respectively). Being dependent on the measurement method, only a lateral displacement measurement can be made even if the methods are multidimensional, ie, previously developed MAM and MDM using a moving average and a mirror setting of the obtained steered beams, and one-dimensional (1D), such as an autocorrelation method. Considerations of beamforming schemes using LM and ASTA show that the simple ASTA beamforming method increases capabilities for real-time measurements and requires a small physical aperture when compared with LM. For lateral displacement measurements (eg, blood flow in a carotid artery), a lateral coordinate must correspond to the direction of the target's lateral motion, and the steering angle used is as large as possible to increase the measurement accuracy of a lateral displacement. However, for displacement vector measurements to describe complex tissue motions (eg, cardiac motion), if the axial coordinate corresponds to the depth direction in the target tissue, an ideal steering angle will be 45°. A two-dimensional echo simulation shows that for the block-matching methods, LM yields more accurate displacement vector measurements than ASTA, whereas with MAM and MDM using a moving average and a mirror setting and 1D methods, ASTA yields more accurate lateral displacement measurements than LM. The block-matching method requires fewer calculations than the moving average method; however, a lower degree of accuracy is obtained. As with LM, multidimensional measurement methods yield more accurate measurements with ASTA than the corresponding 1D measurement methods. Summarizing, for displacement vector measurements or lateral displacement measurements using the multidimensional measurement methods, the ranking of the degree of measurement accuracy and stability is ASTA with a mirror setting . LM with a moving average . LM with block matching . ASTA with block matching. Because every tissue has its own motion (heart, liver, etc) and occasionally obstacles, such as bones, interfere with the measurements, the target tissue will determine the selection of the proper beamforming method with a choice between LM and ASTA. As for use with LM previously clarified, an appropriate displacement measurement method should also be selected for use with ASTA according to the echo signal-to-noise ratio, a required spatial resolution and a required calculation speed. ASTA, together with LM, can potentially enable the utilization of new aspects of displacement measurements.
Introduction
Various ultrasonic (US) displacement/velocity measurement methods have been extensively developed for the measurements of blood flow (eg, the continuous wave Doppler method [DM], 1 the pulse wave DM, 2 the autocorrelation method [AM], 3 the cross-correlation method [CCM]), 4 tissue strain (eg, DM, AM, 5 CCM 6 ), and sonar data and other target motions. These measurement methods produce an axial displacement/velocity/strain measurement (ie, they are one-dimensional [1D] measurement methods), whereas other development results in measurements of multidimensional displacement/velocity vectors for blood flow 7 and for tissue motion vectors 8 (ie, multidimensional cross-correlation method [MCCM] ).
For both applications, tissue motion and blood flow measurements, we developed multidimensional displacement vector measurement methods, which can permit simultaneous axial and lateral displacement measurements, ie, the multidimensional cross-spectrum phase gradient method (MCSPGM), 9, 10 the multidimensional autocorrelation method (MAM), and the multidimensional Doppler method (MDM). [11] [12] [13] A displacement vector measurement method similar to MAM has also been reported by another group. 14 Specifically, with MCSPGM, local echo phase characteristics (ie, the phase of the local cross-spectrum evaluated from local region echo data) are used under the assumption that the local region has a rigid motion (ie, block matching is performed), whereas with MAM and MDM, an instantaneous phase moving average is used. Also with MAM and MDM, block matching can be performed by applying a least squares estimation to simultaneous equations obtained in a local region or in a window using the same assumption [11] [12] [13] (these methods will be referred to as MAMb and MDMb, respectively). As shown with simulations, 13 both MAM and MDM yield accurate measurements comparable to those obtained with MCSPGM; however, they require less computational time (in particular, MDM) and can provide real-time measurements. The degree of accuracy of these measurement methods depends on the echo signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the required spatial resolution, and they have been summarized together with their calculation speeds in a study by Sumi. 13 The spatial resolution is determined by the size of the local region or local window used for block matching, or by the moving average of an instantaneous phase difference and an instantaneous frequency. Although MCCM also yields a displacement vector using block matching, the method requires numerical interpolation (using cosines, parabolic functions, etc) of the cross-correlation function to yield analog displacement vector data. However, the MCSPGM, 9, 10 MAM, and MDM [11] [12] [13] do not require such interpolation. Thus, these methods do not suffer from any artifacts due to approximation errors produced by such interpolation calculations.
In general, however, the accuracy of lateral displacement measurements is significantly lower than the accuracy of axial displacements, 9, 10, 15 and even if the target moves or deforms primarily in the lateral direction, the simultaneous measurements result in an accurate measurement of axial displacement. 16 Thus, by developing lateral modulation (LM) methods, [11] [12] [13] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] the accuracy of measurements of lateral displacements improved, along with measurements of axial displacements. Thus, these methods make it possible to deal with a variety of tissues, and in particular, deeply situated tissues, and tissues with motion, such as the heart and liver, which are difficult to deal with using noninvasive methods.
In the medical US field, initial LM applications 22 were applied to generate measurements of blood flow in blood vessels (eg, in the carotid artery) running parallel to the surface of the body (Jensen 23 and Anderson 24 ). Subsequently, measurements of tissue strain were achieved by my group 17 using multidimensional displacement vector measurement methods, such as MCSPGM. Alternatively, for blood flow [23] [24] [25] [26] and other tissue strain 27 measurements, measurements of axial and lateral displacements were achieved using 1D measurement methods, such as 1D AM by using point spread functions (PSFs) oscillating only in the lateral and axial directions (ie, ones obtained by demodulations 25, 26 ; a newly developed demodulation method is also described in Appendix A in this report). However, such measurements using 1D methods suffer from decorrelation of the echo signals due to displacements orthogonal to the oscillation direction. Also, because the strain tensor is obtained by differentiating the measured displacement vector components using a differential filter (ie, a type of high-pass filter), 28 the displacement vector must be measured with a considerably high accuracy.
A high accuracy in measuring target motions can be realized with the combined use of LMs [11] [12] [13] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] and displacement vector measurement methods, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] which allow simultaneous axial and lateral displacement measurements (ie, MCSPGM, MAM, and MDM). Jensen 23 described an apodization function that was obtained by a Fraunhofer approximation of a lateral rectangular envelope PSF (ie, a designed lateral PSF), which is expressed by ringing sinc functions. Recent reports from my group 12, 13, 17 described a new useful modulation technique (the lateral Gaussian envelope cosine modulation method) that used band-limited, modulated spectra by using a lateral Gaussian envelope PSF, in which suitable focusing was also performed (ie, spherical focusing). Thus, for strain tensor measurements and tissue shear modulus reconstructions, obtaining comparable highly accurate measurements for axial and lateral displacements require that the LM frequency and lateral bandwidth be significantly increased 17, 18 compared with the values observed in other reported measurements of blood flow 25, 26 and tissue strain. 27 The modulation frequency achieved was 3.75 MHz when the US frequency was 7.5 MHz.
In considering energy consumption, a more suitable apodization function was found, which uses power functions instead of Gaussian functions. 18, 19, 29 On an agar phantom, the apodization function also enabled LM echo imaging with almost the same lateral resolution as axial resolution. Using simulations, a proper PSF was found, which had a wide full width at half maximum and short feet, such as those seen with the envelope of a power function. 20 Optimization methods were further developed for realizing such a PSF using linear 21 and nonlinear 20 methods. The proper PSFs will be reported in detail elsewhere. 30 These LMs can also be resolved simply by using a superposition of steered, crossed beams. 13, 18, 19 That is, these LMs can also be performed by the superposition of multiple steered beams with different steering angles obtained with the multiple transmission method (MTM) or synthesized from a set of received echo data using the multidirectional synthetic aperture (SA) method (MDSAM). With this type of beamforming, multiple transducers can also be used (ie, using simultaneous or successive transmissions/receptions of US). The most accurate results of a shear modulus reconstruction and a strain tensor measurement were obtained on an agar phantom 18 with the parabolic modulation using a spherical focusing (Method 1) with 2λ (see Table 8 in Sumi et al 18 ) . A different result is obtained only for the mean value of the relative shear modulus of the stiff inclusion with respect to the surrounding region: 3.28 (MDSAM) vs 3.29 (MTM).
Originally, with MTM 31-34 and MDSAM, [33] [34] [35] only the most accurately measured axial displacements from the respective beams could be used to obtain a displacement vector (ie, there is no superposition of beams). Although 1D measurement methods can also be used [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] in place of the multidimensional measurement methods, 33, 34 the same decorrelation of local echo signals (mentioned above) occurs due to target displacement in a direction orthogonal to the beams. 9, 13 Thus, the 1D measurement methods will result in a lower measurement accuracy for axial displacement than the corresponding multidimensional measurement methods. 33, 34 To mitigate echo decorrelation which can also affect multidimensional methods, our previously developed phase matching method based on a spatial shift and compression/stretching is used (ie, displacements and strains measured by MCCM or MCSPGM are used to search for corresponding local echo data), 9, 10, 13 and the phase matching also permits accurate freehand in vivo measurements of axial and lateral displacements. 36 That is, the phase matching succeeded in coping with target motions outside of the beams, which had classically made it impossible to measure even the axial displacement for the imaging of axial strain and blood flow. Similar phase matching was also achieved by another group, 37 which used local 1D-rf echo data to search for the corresponding local echo data in a lateral direction with a 1D CCM. However, this approach required extensive calculations for the correlations and used laterally interpolated 1D rf-echo data.
Because MDSAM requires less US data acquisition time than MTM, if transmitted ultrasound energies are sufficient, beamforming will suffer less from tissue motion artifacts. To obtain high intensity transmitted ultrasound signals, a virtual source can be used (Appendix B). 38, 39 However, if tissue motion artifacts do not occur, MTM yields more accurate measurements. 13, 18, 19, 33, 34 Under conditions in which motion artifacts do not occur, comparisons of the measurement accuracies of axial and lateral displacements achieved with superposition or no superposition of beams was analyzed geometrically with respect to the various angles between the beams. 13 However, for practical beamforming applications, the echo SNRs from steered beams must also be considered (ie, an overly large steered angle makes the echo SNR low). 18, 19 In this report, a simpler beamforming method is proposed for measuring a displacement vector or a lateral displacement. 39, 40 Beamforming is performed based on the steering of beams with a defined steering angle. By using the new beamforming method instead of the above-mentioned beamforming methods, more accurate and more rapid measurements can be realized except when using blockmatching methods, such as MCSPGM, MAMb, MDMb, and MCCM. The new beamforming method is referred to (and abbreviated) as ASTA (ie, a steering angle) ( Figure 1 ).
In this report, first, the new beamforming method (ASTA) is described, and in simulations, the measurement accuracies of the axial and lateral displacements obtained with ASTA are compared with those obtained with the corresponding LM method. With the LM method, laterally symmetric beams are superimposed on the steered beams obtained by ASTA. Finally, discussions and conclusions are provided.
Beam steering with a steering angle (ASTA)
Beamforming for ASTA With ASTA ( Figure 1 ) for a 2D region of interest (ROI) expressed using the Cartesian coordinate system (x,y) as shown in Figure 2a (left), steered beams with a steering angle θ are formed (ASTA, 0 , θ , π/2 [rad]). The direction of the steered beam is expressed using the coordinate s that is orthogonal to the coordinate t. For proper beamforming, apodization and focusing are performed for transmission and dynamic reception focusing (ie, electrically).
By slanting a linear 1D-array transducer, the ASTA can also be generated mechanically. If a large steering angle cannot be obtained electrically, the mechanical steering is also used together. When mechanical steering is performed, the orthogonal, axial, and lateral directions of a coordinate system should be set such that the axial direction should coincide with the depth in a target tissue by rotating the coordinate system when beamforming, after receiving echo signals for a SA, or after obtaining steered beams (Appendix C). A sensor to detect the mechanical steering angle may be required.
For a 3D ROI, similarly, such steered beams with a steering angle can also be realized by using a 2D-array transducer (Figure 2a , right). Specifically, the steered beams are slanted in both the lateral and elevational directions. Figure 2b , a single quadrant (left) and single octant (right) spectra are obtained for the 2D and 3D ROIs, respectively. In both cases, the same spectra are obtained symmetrically. In the illustrated 2D spectra (2b, left), for instance, an increase in the steering angle θ increases the lateral frequency f y and decreases the axial frequency f x from the US frequency, and vice versa, because with respect to the US frequency f 0 , f x = f 0 cosθ and f y = f 0 sinθ.
As shown in
(
Thus, in general, the measurement accuracies of the axial and lateral displacements, respectively, become lower and higher, and vice versa.
This occurs because theoretically, the coordinates of the spectra also rotate with θ. That is, when the spatial coordinates x, y, s, and t have the following relations (see the rotation of the coordinates by θ in Figure 2a , left),
The corresponding Fourier's coordinates X, Y, (S, and T) have the same geometrical relations (Figure 2b 
The relations can be guaranteed because the inverse 2D Fourier's transform f (x,y) of 2D spectra F(X,Y) satisfies the following equations using Eqs. 2 and 3, o os sin ) ( sin cos )
where J S T ( , ) is the determinant of Jacobian matrix J(S,T), ie,
This is also for 3D spectra (the corresponding equations are not shown).
For real-world US beamforming, however, the increase in θ does not make the axial and lateral frequencies so low and high compared with those determined geometrically by the rotation of the spectra, respectively (ie, Eq. [1]), and an overly large θ yields a low echo SNR. 18, 19 In contrast, with LM ( Figure 1 ) for a 2D ROI, when laterally symmetric steered beams are crossed as shown in Figure 2c (left), the spectra shown in Figure 2c (right) are obtained, ie, 2 independent quadrant spectra. For a 3D ROI, 3 or 4 independent octant spectra are obtained. 13 However, similarly to ASTA, the steering angles are set to be as large as possible.
Both beamformings can also be performed for arbitrary orthogonal coordinate systems such as orthogonal curvilinear coordinates and the following displacement measurements can be performed.
Displacement vector measurements
When using block-matching methods, such as MCSPGM, MAMb, MDMb, and MCCM, for both types of beamforming (ie, ASTA and LM), a 2D or 3D displacement vector measurement can be obtained. When using LM, a displacement vector can also be measured by using MAM and MDM with no block matching but with a moving average (ie, MAM and MDM) and a combination of 1D methods and demodulation methods, 25, 26 or a newly developed demodulation method (Appendix A) ( Figure 1 ).
As shown in the following section, for a displacement vector measurement using LM, MAMb, and MDMb, respectively, yield lower accuracy measurements than MAM and MDM, although MAMb and MDMb, respectively, permit more rapid calculations. For ASTA and LM, the measurement accuracies are also compared in the following section. As will be shown, the ranking of measurement accuracy is LM with a moving average . LM with block matching . ASTA with block matching.
It has been shown that 1D measurement methods with LM yields less accurate measurements than the corresponding multidimensional methods. 13 For the demodulation required, a newly developed method yields the most accurate results of all demodulation methods (Appendix A). For displacement vector measurements, only the attachment of an US transducer onto the target surface is required.
Lateral displacement measurements
When using ASTA for a lateral displacement measurement, the above-mentioned displacement vector measurement methods together with ASTA can be used at least, ie, blockmatching methods, such as MCSPGM, MAMb, MDMb, and MCCM. In addition, by performing the next described quasi-LMs, multiple equations can be obtained, and then MAM and MDM without block matching can also be used, although axial displacements cannot be measured ( Figure 1 ).
As shown in Figure 3a , by setting the axially or laterally symmetric spectra (referred to as a mirror setting) specifically at the position A or B, a rf image superposed by the original rf image and the axially (Figure 3b , left) or laterally (right) submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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inverted rf image are obtained. For a steered beam or local steered beams, by using the mirror setting in a frequency domain or superposing the inverted beam in a spatial domain, a quasi-LM can be performed. However, the target measurement is limited to only the axial or lateral motion. When the target moves in an axial direction, conventional axial displacement measurement methods (ie, 1D measurement methods, such as 1D AM 1-6 ) can be used, and then a quasi-LM is performed as shown in Figure 3b (left) for a lateral displacement measurement using MAM or MDM. For a lateral displacement measurement, ASTA with the mirror setting yields the most accurate measurements (see simulations in following section). Although all block-matching methods can also be used for such a quasi-LMs, these cases are not dealt with in this report, because the measurement accuracy is low. As will be shown, the ranking of measurement accuracies is ASTA with a mirror setting . LM with a moving average . LM with block matching > ASTA with a block matching.
Such a lateral displacement measurement is a very important application for ASTA, eg, in measuring blood flow in a vessel running in a direction almost parallel to the body surface as shown in Figure 3c , such as in a carotid artery. For such measurements, a lateral coordinate must correspond to Sym.
Sym.
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Ultrasonic displacement measurements using a beam steering angle the direction of the target lateral motion to increase measurement accuracy, although usually, the direction of the beam should coincide with that of the motion by slanting an US transducer manually, or electrically (also a new method), particularly, when using 1D methods 1-6 ( Figure 3d ). In most cases, it is impossible to position the direction of beams to completely coincide with that of the measured motion, and ASTA and LM will produce a more accurate measurement of lateral motion than the conventional 1D measurements. Thus, although LM permits the measurement of an arbitrary motion absolutely, being dependent on the measurement method, ASTA permits an accurate measurement of a lateral motion only, ie, by MAM and MDM using mirror settings. However, the use of ASTA permits a simpler manual technique , respectively. C) The coordinate system is set so that the direction of a lateral coordinate should correspond to that of a target motion, ie, blood flow in a vessel that runs almost in a lateral direction. D) A mechanically steered beam for which the direction (axial direction) should correspond to the target motion, although in most cases, the directions cannot coincide. Such a steered beam can also be realized electrically. Abbreviation: 2D ROI, two-dimensional region of interest. 
Reports in Medical
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Sumi of obtaining measurements for medical doctors or clinical staffs than the conventional 1D measurement technique. Ideally, a sensor for a mechanical steering angle and an automatic detector for blood vessels will also be useful. As with displacement vector measurements, the coordinate system must also be properly chosen before or after beamforming (Appendix C).
With ASTA, when an axial displacement occurs simultaneously with a lateral displacement or an elevational displacement, measurement errors can occur. For example, for an unknown 2D displacement vector (dx, dy), this occurs because the equation with (dx, dy) can be expressed at each position in a 2D ROI using axial and lateral instantaneous frequencies (fx, fy), and the instantaneous phase differences c between premotion and postmotion are obtained from the original quadrant spectra as follows:
and the mirror setting of the spectra yields the following equation, The use of 1D measurement methods, such as 1D AM, 1D DM, 1D CSPGM, and 1D CCM with ASTA as well as with LM, 13 should also be mentioned because such methods permit rapid calculations ( Figure 1 ). For 1D methods, without performing the quasi-LM or the demodulation, a lateral displacement can be measured as c/fy. However, the phase matching and moving average or least squares estimation should be performed using a local 2D or 3D window or region. 13 In the following section, the measurement accuracy of a lateral displacement is compared with measurements obtained with MAM and MDM together with those obtained with LM instead of ASTA. Interestingly, ASTA yields a higher measurement accuracy than LM. That is, for 1D methods, the ranking of measurement accuracies and stabilities is ASTA . LM with a demodulation.
Moreover, as with LM, 1D methods also yield less accurate measurements with ASTA than the corresponding multidimensional methods.
If an axial displacement dx is not zero, the measurement error is -( fx/fy) × dx. As in the case for MAM and MDM, to increase the measurement accuracy of a lateral displacement measurement, a lateral coordinate should correspond to the direction of the target motion. Nevertheless, by steering beams in the direction of the target motion and using a spectra with a negative axial frequency instead of that with a positive axial frequency, the summation of weighted displacement components can be obtained as (fx/fy) × dx + dy. If steering with a steering angle of 45° can be performed, under the condition that fx = fy, one can accurately measure the summation of the displacement components, ie, dx + dy.
The above-described beamforming method for 2D measurements can easily be extended for 3D methods.
comparison of ASTA and LM As described above, LM enables a displacement vector measurement by using MCSPGM, MAM, MDM, and a combination of demodulation methods and the above-mentioned 1D measurement methods. However, ASTA enables only a lateral displacement measurement by using MAM, MDM, and 1D measurement methods, although a displacement vector measurement can be performed by using blockmatching methods, such as MCSPGM, MAMb, MDMb, and MCCM. For lateral displacement measurements using ASTA, because a uniform PSF can be realized at every depth, the measurement error that occurs in a displacement vector measurement due to a spatially variant PSF does not occur. With echo imaging, ASTA yields only a quasi-LM image. Overall, the number of applications of ASTA may be fewer than the number available for LM.
Before performing comparisons of measurement accuracy using the displacement vector measurement methods and 1D measurement methods with beamforming with ASTA and LM in simulations (following section), the quality of the beams formed by ASTA and LM are compared.
With LM, the following properties may lead to the deterioration of measurement accuracy: 1. For a measurement in a 2D or 3D ROI, when a classical SA is used, 13 
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Ultrasonic displacement measurements using a beam steering angle Specifically, propagation speed affects focusing (ie, the beam-crossing position), whereas attenuation and scattering lead to different frequencies of the crossed beams. 4. At the minimum, more time is required to complete a beamforming than that required with ASTA. Occasionally, more time is also required to complete a displacement calculation than is required with ASTA. 5. If obstacles, such as bone, exist in a superficial region, a deeply situated tissue cannot be dealt with because a larger physical aperture is required than for conventional beamforming.
In contrast, with ASTA, although used for a displacement vector measurement, the number of available methods is limited. Being dependent on the measurement method, only a lateral displacement measurement can be performed, and any of the above concerns, points 1-5, will not become a problem, and a simple beamforming increases the ability to make real-time measurements together with higher accuracy in displacement measurements.
However, when using LM, point (1) can be managed with a virtual source (Appendix B 38, 39 ), ie, a larger intensity ultrasound signal can be obtained than with a classical SA. Moreover, point (5) will also be mitigated by using a recently developed virtual receiver (Appendix B). Otherwise, if a transmitted US intensity is large and the effects on US from tissue inhomogeneities and tissue motion are small, then LM yields a higher echo SNR than ASTA owing to more summations of echo signals. Thus in practical applications, a proper beamforming method should be selected for every organ and tissue because every tissue has its own motion (heart, liver, etc). Being dependent on the echo SNR, the required spatial resolution (determined by the local window/local region used), and the required calculation speed, as with LM, 13 a proper measurement method can also be selected for ASTA. This will also be confirmed briefly in the following section.
If a displacement vector is measured using ASTA together with MAM and MDM or 1D methods, additional steering beams with different steering angles must be formed as with LM, ie, for 3D and 2D displacement vector measurements, 2 and 1 additional steering beams are required, respectively. For ASTA and LM, to increase the measurement accuracy of a lateral displacement, a high lateral frequency must be achieved by increasing the steering angle 13 (Appendix C). When the pitch of the element or beam is not small enough, an aliasing of spectra occurs. This problem can be resolved by making the beam pitch appropriately small. Otherwise, the beams are interpolated in a frequency domain by increasing the lateral bandwidth padded by zeros.
Simulations for ASTA and LM
Simple simulations to test lateral displacement measurements were performed. Echo data were simulated by convolving white noise data in a 2D ROI with a Gaussian-type PSF with a spatially isotropic standard deviation (SD) σ of 0.4 mm (see Sumi 10, 13 ). For the lateral motion (0.01 mm), the steering angle θ for ASTA was set at 45° (Figure 2a ). Thus, the PSF is expressed by
where λ is a wavelength. For LM, a steering angle of −45° was also used (ie, crossed beams are superimposed). Then, the corresponding PSF is expressed by
x y
x y x y
The US frequency was changed from 3.5 to 12 MHz under these conditions, and there was an US speed of 1,500 m/s, an axial sampling frequency of 30 MHz, and a beam pitch of 0.05 mm. Considering the Nyquist theorem, if necessary, the lateral bandwidth is increased by the method described in Appendix C. By adding white noise data to the raw echo data, echo data with a SNR of 20 dB was also simulated.
To evaluate the measurement accuracy of a displacement, a mean and a SD vs US frequency were used. In this simulation, the axial and lateral frequencies are the same, thus for respective displacement vector measurements, the SDs of the axial displacement measurements and the corresponding lateral displacement measurements were almost the same (then, axial data obtained are not shown below).
Previously developed displacement vector measurement methods -blockmatching methods using local phase characteristics and other methods using instantaneous phases First, the accuracies of the previously developed blockmatching methods using local phase characteristics, such as 2D CSPGM, 2D AMb, and 2D DMb, and other methods Figure 4 shows the measurement accuracies of the lateral displacements measured using 2D CSPGM with LM and ASTA: conditions assuming (1) no noise in the echo data and (2) a 20-dB echo SNR are shown. The local regions used for the estimation of local cross-spectrums were 3.2 by 3.2, 1.6 by 1.6, 0.8 by 0.8, and 0.4 by 0.4 mm squares.
2D cSPgM
For a rigid lateral motion, even in an ideal case with no noise, the smaller local regions used yielded smaller means (ie, biased, inaccurate means) and larger SDs (ie, unstable results), particularly, for ASTA. In the 20-dB echo SNR case (Figure 4b ), almost the same means are obtained as those in the no noise case (Figure 4a) . In examining the 
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Ultrasonic displacement measurements using a beam steering angle SDs, those from the 20-dB case are larger than those from the no noise case. The comparison between ASTA and LM using the same local region size reveals that overall, ASTA yields smaller means (ie, biased ones) and larger SDs than LM. Thus, if the time required for echo data acquisition does not lead to measurement errors, LM is a more appropriate beamforming method for MCSPGM than ASTA (ie, the ranking of measurement accuracies and stabilities: LM-block . S-block). This is because the simultaneous use of multiple, independent single spectra (ie, the number of independent equations) increases the measurement accuracy and stability for a least squares estimation of the displacement vector components from the gradient of the cross-spectrum phase in a frequency domain.
For instance, for ASTA, the use of local regions consisting of 3.2, 1.6, 0.8, and 0.4 mm squares yields small means of 0.0085, 0.0075, 0.0060, and 0.0050 mm, respectively, vs accurate means of approximately 0.0100 obtained with LM except for 0.4 mm square (0.0085 mm). Specifically, in both echo SNR cases, the means are independent of the US frequency except for LM using small local regions consisting of 0.8 and 0.4 mm squares, which lead to decreased means at US frequencies ,6 MHz (at wavelengths .0.25 mm), ie, a lateral frequency of ,6 MHz/ 2 . In conjunction with this, SDs obtained with LM increase at low frequencies, particularly when using the small local regions together with the 20-dB echo SNR. As a result, LM yields larger SDs than ASTA only for the 0. 2D AM, 2D AMb, 2D DM, and 2D DMb Figure 5 shows measurement accuracies with lateral displacements obtained for the respective 2D AMs (2D AM and the 2D AM using block matching, ie, 2D AMb). This is shown for cases with (1) no noise in the echo data and (2) a 20-dB echo SNR. For the no noise case (Figure 5a ), in addition to results obtained using the moving average of instantaneous frequencies and phase differences (referred to as only LM, ie, 2D AM) and results obtained using least squares estimations without the moving average (LM, S-block, ie, 2D AMb), results are also shown using least squares estimations with the moving average (LM, S-mvave & block). In Figure 5b , only results obtained using LM and LM,S-block are shown. The local window/local region sizes shown are 3.2 and 0.8 mm squares.
With LM using the moving average, regardless of local window size, the means are accurately obtained (ie, LM and LM,S-mvave & block), whereas the LM,S-block method yields inaccurate means, particularly in the 20-dB echo SNR case ( Figure 5b ). As shown for all of the LM, LM, S-mvave & block, and LM,S-block methods, the smaller local windows/ local regions yield larger SDs, and particularly with LM, the measurement stability degrades at low frequencies (see the SDs).
In particular, with regard to beamforming (ie, with LM and ASTA), with 2D AMb and the local region sizes used (3.2 and 0.8 mm squares), the means and SDs obtained with LM are, respectively, more accurate and smaller than those obtained with ASTA, ie, the measurement accuracy and stability rankings are LM-block . S-block ( Figure 5b ). Thus, for the block-matching methods, as with MCSPGM, LM is the appropriate beamforming method. The same reasoning can be used as with MCSPGM, ie, LM increases the number of independent equations for least squares estimations.
Regarding processing in displacement measurements, with LMs and the respective local window/local region sizes used, the size ranking of the SDs is LM-block . LM (ie, mvave) . LM-mvave & block (Figure 5a ). That is, from the viewpoints of measurement accuracy and stability, with LM, no block matching but a moving average should be performed. However, as expected for the measurement of a rigid motion, the combination of the moving average and block matching is the most accurate and stable for both LM and ASTA (the combination results are not shown in the following section).
With 2D DMs (ie, 2D DM and the 2D DM using block matching, ie, 2D DMb), the measurement accuracy of lateral displacements was also evaluated and similar results were obtained (then the results not shown). However, for a comparison with the accuracies of 2D CSPGM, 2D AM, and 2D AMb, the measurement results will be shown in the following section. In summary, for the respective 2D AMs and 2D DMs, the ranking of measurement accuracy and stability is LM (mvave) . LM-block . S-block.
comparison of displacement vector measurement methods
For the displacement vector measurement methods, Eq. (6) shows the ranking of measurement accuracies and stabilities.
Next, to allow comparisons of multidimensional displacement vector measurement methods for LM (ie, those using a moving average) and ASTA (using block matching), the ranking of measurement accuracy and stability is summarized in For personal use only.
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Ultrasonic displacement measurements using a beam steering angle the above-mentioned bias errors with ASTA (see x in Table 1 ), in this report, the accuracy is evaluated by the mean, whereas the stability is evaluated by the SD, and SDs .0.004 mm are denoted by xx. But for LM in Sumi, 13 the accuracy was evaluated by the SNR (ie, SD/mean). For the no noise case using a local window/local region size consisting of a 3.2 mm square and for the 20-dB echo SNR using a 0.8 mm square, the means and SDs vs US wavelength are also shown in Figures 6a and 6b , respectively. Under the same conditions of local window/local region sizes and echo SNRs, almost the same ranking of accuracy is obtained with ASTA as with LM ( Table 1) 
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Sumi ranking can also be confirmed as with LM and obtained with simulations of a displacement vector (0.01 and 0.01 mm) measurement (ie, table IV in Sumi 13 ). That is, for a high echo SNR, the order of measurement accuracy is a, c, d, and as the echo SNR decreases from 20 dB or as the local window/ local region size decreases from a 3.2 mm square, the order changes are as follows: adc, dac, and dca (0.7 dB or 0.4 mm square). That is, as with LM, both the accuracy and stability of the measurement methods are dependent on the echo SNR and the local window/local region size used. For ASTA in the no noise case, local window/local region sizes of 3.2 (Figure 6a ) and 0.8 mm squares (figure not shown) respectively yielded large SDs from 0.0008 to 0.0020 (a , c , d) and 0.0013 to 0.0043 mm (a , c , dxx). With regard to the means, with an increasing US frequency, the value of dx for the 3.2 mm square decreases to 0.003 mm (an inaccurate level), the value of dx for the 0.8 mm square decreases to 0.007 mm (figure not shown), and the value of cx for the 0.8 mm square remains at 0.006 mm (ie, biased values, figure not shown).
For ASTA with a 20-dB echo SNR, when frequencies are lower than 7 MHz (wavelengths $ 0.214 mm), even the use of a large local region size consisting of a 3.2 mm square yields large SDs, ie, 0.0013-0.0042 mm (c , a, dxx, figure not shown); and the use of a small local region size consisting of a 0.8 mm square yields SDs .0.016 and 0.018 mm for axx and dxx, respectively, and a SD of about 0.003 mm for c as shown in Figure 6b . Similarly, with regard to the means, with an increasing US frequency for the 3.2 mm square, the value of dx decreases from 0.0070 to 0.0033 mm, and the values of ax and cx remain at about 0.0080 and 0.0083 mm, respectively (figure not shown). For the 0.8 mm square, the value of dx decreases from 0.0080 to 0.0050 mm, and the value of ax and cx for the 0.8 mm square remains at about 0.0080 and 0.0060 mm (ie, also biased values).
In summary, for the 20-dB echo SNR, although MDM yields small means (≈0.003 mm) at low frequencies, MAM and MCSPGM yield rather accurate means for the US frequencies. Moreover, MAM and MDM yield very unstable measurements (SDs . 0.004 mm). Thus, for practical applications of block matching for ASTA, MCSPGM will be the most useful if a phase matching is performed, whereas for LM, all multidimensional methods are useful, although they should be properly selected according to the echo SNR, the required spatial resolution, and the required calculation speed. 13 Recall that in this simulation for LM, bias errors occur for cx with a local window/region size smaller than a 0.8 mm square and an US frequency ,6 MHz (wavelengths $ 0.25 mm).
Next, for ASTA, lateral displacement measurements were tested for new 2D AM and 2D DM using a mirror setting (ie, no block matching) for the steered beams with a defined steering angle.
new lateral displacement measurement methods -2D AM and 2D DM using mirror settings Figure 7 shows the measurement accuracy of a lateral displacement, which was obtained with the 2D AM using a mirror setting with a steered beam for ASTA. The accuracy obtained for LM is also shown (Figure 7) . Because the use of a moving average did not generate a bias error, the means obtained were not shown. The local windows used for the estimation of the moving averages of the instantaneous phase differences and instantaneous frequencies were 3.2, 1.6, 0.8, and 0.4 mm squares.
With the local windows used, in the no noise case (Figure 7a ), there is no difference between the SD values for LM and ASTA. The use of small windows yields unstable results. However, interestingly, SDs for LM are larger than those for ASTA in the 20-dB case (Figure 7b ). That is, for a lateral displacement measurement using MAM and MDM, ASTA is an appropriate beamforming method. Thus, for lateral displacement measurements using MAM, the mirror setting is useful, and the ranking of measurement accuracy and stability is shown in Eq. (7) . Also note that for the mirror setting, with a decreasing US frequency, SDs become larger. Because similar results are also obtained with the DM using a mirror setting, they are not shown in this subsection. However, for a comparison with the 1D method, the measurement results will be shown in the end of this section.
1D methods for measurements of displacement vector and lateral displacement Figure 8 , for the 20-dB echo SNR case, shows the SD vs US frequency obtained with 1D AM. LM and ASTA were used, respectively. In the no noise case, there were no differences between LM and ASTA, and those results were not shown. For the moving averages of the instantaneous phase differences and instantaneous frequencies, local windows consisting of 3.2, 1.6, 0.8, and 0.4 mm squares were used. submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Ultrasonic displacement measurements using a beam steering angle For LM, "BOTH" indicates the case when both independent single spectra were used for the calculation of c/fy; "CONJ PRODUCT" is the case where the newly developed demodulation method was used for both spectra (Appendix A); and "DEMODU" is the case where the demodulation method described by Anderson 26 was used for the 2 spectra.
As shown for all of the local windows used, ASTA yields smaller SDs than LM, ie, Eq. 9. With LM, the size ranking of the SDs is DEMODU . BOTH . CONJ PRODUCT.
The differences between them are more notable when the smaller local window is used. Thus, the newly developed CONJ PRODUCT is the most useful demodulation method of those discussed in this report. As with the 2D methods, with a decreasing US frequency, the SDs become larger. For the corresponding 1D DMs, the results obtained were similar to those obtained with 1D AMs (not shown). However, a comparison with the 2D method will be shown in the following section. 
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Sumi comparisons of 2D and 1D methods for measurements of displacement vector and lateral displacement Figure 9 shows the results for LM and ASTA with a 20-dB echo SNR and shows the SD vs the US frequency obtained with 2D CSPGM, 2D AM, and 2D DM using a moving average for LM and a mirror setting for ASTA (ie, no block matching), respectively, 1D AM, and 1D DM for local window/local regions consisting of (1) 3.2 and (2) 0.8 mm squares. Because MAM and MDM using block matching yield inaccurate and unstable measurements, these results were not provided in this subsection (Table 1 ; it should be recalled that they have SDs . 0.016 mm as shown at the beginning of this section). For the methods except for 2D CSPGM (ie, block matching), ASTA yields more stable and accurate lateral displacement measurements than LM as already shown. Under the same conditions, as shown in Sumi, 13 with LM the measurement accuracy and stability of the 2D methods (2D AM and DM) are, respectively, higher than those of the corresponding 1D methods (1D AM and DM). Interestingly, the same relations can also be confirmed for ASTA. With regard to the SDs, when using the 0.8 mm square (Figure 9b ) for the AMs, they were 0.00065-0.00215 mm vs 0.00085-0.00300 mm; for the DMs, they were 0.00065-0.00200 mm vs 0.00085-0.00275 mm. That is, for ASTA, 2D methods also yield more stable and accurate lateral displacement measurements than the corresponding 1D methods. However, the 1D methods using CONJ PRODUCT are still useful because the number of required calculations is lower than that required for the multidimensional methods.
Discussions and conclusions
A new beamforming method is proposed in this report, which is simpler than LM for measuring a lateral displacement and/ or a displacement vector; this method uses the steering of beams with a defined steering angle (ASTA) for an arbitrary orthogonal coordinate system. For ASTA, the MCSPGM, the MAM, and the MDM, using block matching (ie, MAMb and MDMb), and a MCCM (not shown in this report) can be used for measurements of a displacement vector and a lateral displacement (ie, block-matching methods), whereas the MAM and the MDM, using a moving average and a mirror setting, and the 1D methods can be used only for a lateral displacement measurement (Figure 1) .
To increase the measurement accuracy of a lateral displacement component, as for LM, the steering angle used is as large as possible. For a lateral displacement measurement (eg, blood flow in a carotid artery), a lateral coordinate must correspond to the direction of the target lateral motion. However, for a displacement vector measurement to describe a complex tissue motion (eg, cardiac motion), if the axial 
Figure 8
For LM and ASTA, SDs obtained for lateral displacement (0.01 mm) with 1D AM in a 20-dB echo SnR case. The local windows used were 3.2, 1.6, 0.8, and 0.4 mm squares. "BOTh" indicates that both independent single spectra were used for the calculation of c/fy, "cOnJ PRODUcT" indicates that the recently developed demodulation method was used for both spectra (Appendix A), and "DeMODU" indicates that the demodulation method described in Anderson et al 26 was used for the 2 spectra, respectively. Abbreviations: LM, lateral modulation; SDs, standard deviations; 1D AM, one-dimensional autocorrelation method; SnR, signal-to-noise ratio. coordinate corresponds to the depth in a target tissue and the steering angle is 45°, then the same measurement accuracy can be obtained for the axial and lateral displacement measurements. However, for practical applications, the echo SNR from a steered beam must also be considered as for LM. That is, an overly large steered angle will make the echo SNR low. For measurements of a displacement vector and a lateral displacement using LM, in addition to MCSPGM, MAM, and MDM using a moving average, a combination of 1D methods and the newly developed demodulation method (Appendix A: CONJ PRODUCT) can be used. As with LM or no LM using the phase matching, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] the useful displacement measurement methods can be properly combined for measurements of a displacement vector and a lateral displacement with ASTA, ie, MCCM, MCSPGM, MAMb, MDMb, MAM, MDM, and such 1D methods.
In addition, comparisons between LM and ASTA were performed primarily with concern about the generation of artifacts due to the difference in echo data acquisition times in the end of the second section. For LM, problems For personal use only.
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Sumi 1-5 that decrease measurement accuracy were considered, although problems 1 and 5 will be managed by the newly developed virtual source (Appendix B). In contrast, with ASTA, the number of available methods is limited to obtain displacement vector measurements as summarized above. However, only for lateral displacements, measurements can be performed absolutely. Moreover, comparably none of the concerns 1-5 listed above will be a problem, and a simple beamforming can increase the reliability of realtime measurements together with accuracy in displacement measurements. ASTA is also robust to the inhomogeneity of tissue properties, such as a propagation speed. As mentioned briefly in the second section, a proposed mirror setting of the spectra will also be applied to a quasi-LM imaging together with the lateral displacement measurement using MAM and MDM. With 2D simulations, except for the difference in echo acquisition times, the measurement accuracy and stability of lateral displacements were determined (Figure 1 ). It was confirmed that LM is a more appropriate beamforming method for block-matching methods (ie, all MCSPGM, MAMb, MDMb, and MCCM are useful), and ASTA is appropriate for MAM and MDM using a mirror setting and 1D methods. However, if a displacement vector measurement must be performed with ASTA, MCSPGM is the most useful with the combination with a phase matching. For a displacement vector measurement or a lateral displacement measurement using multidimensional methods, the ranking for measurement accuracy and stability are mirror setting (ASTA) . LMmvave . LM-block . S-block. Although block matching requires fewer calculations than a moving average, a lower accuracy is obtained. As with LM, multidimensional methods yield more accurate measurements with ASTA than do the corresponding 1D methods. Moreover, being dependent on the echo SNR and the required spatial resolution (the local window/local region size) and calculation speed, as with LM, a proper displacement measurement method should also be selected for ASTA.
In addition to measurements of blood flow and tissue elasticity (displacement, strain, shear modulus, etc) for diagnosis, displacement measurements using ASTA can also be applied to confirming tissue regeneration through elasticity changes by using low-invasive coagulation therapies with high-intensity focused ultrasound, rf, or micro-electromagnetic waves, 34 and in the planning of such treatments with temperature (thermal strain) measurements and reconstructions of tissue thermal properties. 41 Such treatments degrade the echo SNR at the locus of the displacement measurement. Because every tis-sue also has its own motion (heart, liver, etc) and, occasionally, there are obstacles, such as the presence of bones, the target tissue will determine the selection of the proper beamforming method with a choice between LM and ASTA together with the selection of the proper displacement measurement method. ASTA that is realized by the combination of the non-steering and the rotation of a coordinate system is effective, particularly when a high echo SNR is required or obstacles exist (see Appendix C). 42 For LM, this rotation also allows the use of nonsymmetric steering angles with 1D displacement measurement methods. 42 ASTA will open up new aspects of displacement measurements together with LM. In this report, the actual anisotropic geometry of a steered beam (ie, acoustical pressure) is not dealt with. Thus, future studies will be performed primarily using in vivo experiments. Previously developed optimization methods for determining beamforming parameters, such as an apodization function involving delays, 20,21 will be used for ASTA and LM. Moreover, for a new displacement vector measurement using own developed methods, the division of spectra in a frequency domain will be reported elsewhere. 42 From a single spectra, plural analytic signals (spectra) can be obtained. To increase measurement accuracy, low frequency spectra can also be disregarded. submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Appendices
Appendix A: A new demodulation method for displacement vector measurement using LM and 1D measurement methods When LM is performed, a demodulation method 25, 26 can be used together with a 1D measurement method. However, a new demodulation method has been developed (see "CONJ PRODUCT" used in simulations, ie, third section). For example, when a 2D displacement vector (dx,dy) is measured, after obtaining instantaneous phase differences between premotion and postmotion in exponential form, eg, expj( fxdx + fydy) and expj( fxdx−fydy), by calculating their product and their conjugate product, exp j(2fxdx) and expj(2fydy), are obtained. Thus, by dividing their phase differences by the respective frequencies 2fx and 2fy in the 1D measurement methods, the displacement vector (dx,dy) can be obtained. Note that because 2-fold instantaneous frequencies are used, large bandwidths should be used in advance (Nyquist theorem) or an increase in bandwidth (interpolation) must be performed as described in Appendix C. This method can be extended simply to a 3D displacement vector measurement, in which the 2-fold instantaneous frequencies appears similarly after the handling of 3 or 4 instantaneous phase differences between premotion and postmotion in exponential form.
Appendix B: A virtual source for obtaining ultrasound intensity
When dealing with deeply situated tissues, LM requires the use of a large physical aperture. 13 This limits the applications of LM. To overcome this limitation, the use of a new virtual source is proposed. 38, 39 With this method, regardless of the focus position of an individual element aperture, proper scattering is used to provide virtual sources. For instance, by setting virtual sources in tissues, an arbitrary field of vision (FOV) can be obtained regardless of the aperture geometry (convex, linear, etc). A proper random scattering medium can also be installed in the transducer 18 or between the transducer and a target body. If the scatters work as like point acoustical sources, a lateral resolution can also be improved for the echo imaging and various measurements. In addition, virtual sources (or receivers) will also be realized in null spaces along or beside the short physical array apertures by searching for the corresponding echo data in the acquired echo data set.
By setting virtual sources behind the aperture as shown in Appendix 1 and by using decay weights (ie, values obtained from the decay of a propagating wave, such as a spherical wave generated by a point virtual source), a larger intensity ultrasound signal can be obtained than from classical SAs. 38, 39, [43] [44] [45] [46] A large FOV can also be obtained.
Other virtual sources different from a point source can also be used: for instance, a source having a finite aperture. Decay weights can be calculated analytically or numerically. Regarding the scattering angle vs the US penetration, the geometry and acoustical impedance of scatter and media, and some regular, irregular, or random alignment or distribution of scatters are also examined in conjunction with a physical source. That is, a realization of the proper diffraction is a research target. Our previously developed optimization method 20, 21 for determining beamforming parameters, such as an apodization function involving delays, is also used to determine the position, geometry, and intensity of virtual sources. Preliminary experimental results are presented in Sumi. 38, 39 The point virtual sources should be set in the neighborhood of the physical sources that are being used.
Appendix c: Increase in lateral frequency through an increase in the steering angle For LM and ASTA, to achieve a high lateral frequency, it is necessary to increase the beam steering angle. However, when the pitch of the element or beam is too large, an aliasing of spectra occurs (Appendix 2a). To mitigate the occurrence of aliasing, the beam pitch is kept appropriately small. For LM using the superposition of multiple steered beams canalsics be ASTA, the respective beams can also be interpolated in a frequency domain by increasing a lateral bandwidth padded by zeros (Appendix 2b).
In conjunction with this, the separation of overlapped beams in a spatial domain, such as crossed beams (LM, Figure 2c ), grating lobes, side lobes (Appendix 3), and signals received from some other sources, can be separated in a frequency domain. These separations in a frequency domain are effective for echo imaging and displacement measurements.
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